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Abstract 

The northem pocket gopher is a serious pest in Manitoba forage fields. It is estirnated that 

damages to forage crops and harvesting rnachinery exceeds $15 million amuaily 

(estimated in 1996). 

The objectives of this study were to ( 1 )  develop an accurate census method for northern 

pocket gophers; (2)  to study burrow ranges and rnovements of the northern pocket 

sopher; (3) to evaluate the efficacy o f a  zinc phosphide rodenticide on nonhem pocket 

uophers; (4) to compare the performance of two artificial burrow building machines; and a 

(5) to provide management recommendations for forage producers. 

A census method with a time penod of three days was the most efficient, with an 

acceptable level of accuracy of 92.3%. Burrow ranges of Manitoba northern pocket 

oophers were found to be similar to those described in the iiterature. A male that  was - 
radio-collared had a range double the size of the collared fernale. The zinc phosphide 

rodenticide (B.O.B@), reduced moundinq activity by 38%-6 1%, and B.O.B@ is 

recommended for application in the spring at a rate of 6.6 ksJ2.5 ha with the Gofer@ 

burrow builder. 

h manasement decision worksheet was developed and is outlined in a user-fi-iendly 

format, designed for forase producers. This worksheet allows for quick determination of 

the rnost cost-effective method of con troll in^ northern pocket gophers. 
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Chapter 1 

1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Natuml History 

The northern pocket gopher (l;Çtomomys talpodes) is a medium-sized rodent, rnodified in 

body and behavior for a life below-ground (Case 1988) (Figure 1). Large, extemal, &r- 

Lined cheek pouches are the defining characteristic of the pocket gopher, giving the species 

its name. They have stout forefeet, with large claws for digging, small but fùnctional eyes, 

smd l  ears, and ever-growing incisors. As a consequence of using their incisors for 

digcjng, their [ips have been modified to close behind the incisors to exclude soi1 from the 

mouth dunng excavation (Case 1988). Pocket gophers do not hibernate, and are rarely 

seen above-ground. 

The pocket sopher is commonly referred to as a 'mole' by many agricultural producers in 

Canada, and as 'sdamanders' in the United States (Case 1988). A number of other small 

mammaIs have been given the common name ',oopherJ. The three mammals most 

commonly called a 'jopher' include the Richardson ground squirref (CitelZxs richar&orri), 

the Franklin ground squirrel (CilelI~~~-fiank[ini), and the thirteen-lined ground squirrel 

(Citellus tridecernli~zeatus) (Figure 2). These grassland species Iive in burrow systems 

and are a common sight on the prairies. The Richardson ground squirrel and the Franklin 

ground squirrel range in colour Frorn gray to Iight brown or bu@, the Richanon's tail is 

tipped with black and its quick movements sive rise to the common name of 'Flicker-tail' 



for this species. The Franklin's ta2 is longer than its body and their bodies are Iarger than 

the Richardson ground squirrel. The thirteen-lined ground squirrel is distinguished by the 

L3 whitish stripes running down the length of its body. These ground squirrels c m  

imrnediately be distinguished fiom the pocket gopher by the gopher's naked, pi* tail and 

extemal cheek pouches. Aiso, the burrows of a pocket gopher have no open holes and 

have characteristically fan-shaped rnounds. 

RZJÎRUI~ che Conrrol oftbbrrhern Pocker Gophers rn .d,oro-Manrroba 



Figure 1. The pocket gopher. 



Figure 2. Animals often called gophers; from top to bottom, the Richardson ground 

squirrel, the thirteen-lined ground squirrel, the vole and the mole (from Case 1988) 



Through the establishment of cultivated forage fields, f m e r s  have inadvertently created 

ideal habitat for gophers. Agricultural practices have provided abundant forbs, oflen on 

lieht textured, porous soils with good drainage that d1ow for firm tunnels, and adequate 

gas exchange (Case 1988). This profile fits many of the  dfalfa fields found in Manitoba. 

The northern pocket gopher is highiy dependent on forbs for food (Mayers and Vaughan 

1964). Food choice studies have also shown that pocket gophers will consume alfalfa 

preferentially, due in part to the hijh water content (Ward and Keith 1962, and Mayen 

and Vaughan 1964). As a result, pocket gophers will preferentially [ive in alfalfa fields, 

and choose to consume alfalfa over native grasses while in those fields. It is currently 

believed that the northern pocket gopher is present in over 500,000 hectares in agro- 

Manitoba (DeWandel, 1997) (Figure 3). 



Figure 3. The range o f  the northern pocket gopher, Thomomys talpoi&s: 1. Tt 

undemuni, 2. T.L bullatus, 3. T. L cognatus, 4. T. t fuscrrs, 5. T. t imenrus, 6- T. t 

mediirs, 7. I l  rufacens, 8. Kt s ~ ~ s ,  9. Xtsegregatus, 10. Kt talp=dtzs (Ban field 

1974) 
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Burrowing is one of the most important behavioun of the pocket gopher. This fossonal 

herbivore constmcts a complex burrow çystem and uses the tunnels to locate and gain 

access to food items, as well as to secure shelter, to disperse and to obtain mates (Thome 

and Anderson, 1989). The construction of feeding tunnels is the focus of al1 forage 

activity and these feeding tunnels mn parailel to the surface of the ground (Vleck, 198 1). 

During construction of these tunnels, large arnounts of soil are brought to the surface, and 

deposited as soil rnounds. A study of the Iarger spenes of gopher, the plains pocket 

gopher (Geomys bz~rsari~~s- estimated that burrowing activity results in the sufiace 

deposition of 2489 Ib of soi1 per gopher annually (Mupondwa, 1993). 

It is the construction of the burrow system and the resulting surface mounds which have 

(in part) caused pocket oophers to b e  considered a Pest in forage fields in Manitoba. 

Manitoba Agriculture estimates that pocket gophers are responsible for losses to 

producers of $15-22 million dollars per year (1987). The estimated losses are a 

combination of reduced alfalfa yields, reduced hay quality and damage to rnachinery 

(specifically swathing knives). Reduced yields are due to plant-smothenng and grazing of 

both the tap root and above-pund parts by the gophers. A common response of 

producers to heavy gopher infestations is the premature break up of a stand. This 

represents a source of economic losses to the producer, as shown by DeWandeI (1997). 

In her study, DeWandel found that over a period of five years, the annual cost of re- 

establishins a stand every three years would be 8327. Wha. This was cornpared to the 

annual cost of no contrd (536 1 -6jlha) and the cost of applying a rodenticide annually 

RqÎnmg rhe Conrrol of:,l'orrhern Packzr Gophers ln Rgro-Manrtoba 



(S29.64ha - S229.7Zha). DeWandel (1997) showed that an effective rodenticide could 

be  a cost-effective response to pocket gophers. 

1.2 Issue Stnfement 

The northem pocket gopher has been identified, by forage producers, as having serious 

negative impacts on their operations in Manitoba. Losses incurred by forage producers 

are estirnated to be $1 5-22 million dollars annually. The soi1 mounds that gophers 

produce cause damage to machinery and reduce the yield of the stand itself. The 

magnitude of the losses indicates that refined additionai management techniques need to 

be developed, including a rapid and reliable method of assessing pocket gopher 

populations, as well as a more efficient method of control. Currently, control decisions 

are made based on cmde estimations of infestation Ievels, and control methods are used 

that may be ineffective and costly cornpared to other techniques. A census method could 

be  used in combination with a formula giving known losses per 2.5 ha, and an effective 

control rnethod, that woutd allow producers to readily detemine cost threshold Ieveis with 

a reasonable degree of precision. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objective of this study was to refine controt techniques for the northern pocket gopher 

in Agro-Manito ba- 

The specific objectives of the research were: 



1. to develop a census method for northem pocket gophers in Manitoba alMa fields; 

2.  to study burrow ranges and movernents of northern pocket gophers; 

3.  to evafuate the effectiveness of zinc phosphide rodenticide, B.O.B@ on northern pocket 

gopher controi; 

4. to report the performance of two amficiai burrow builders in Manitoba a l l i a  fields; 

and 

5. to make management recomrnendations to Manitoba forage producers to deai with 

northern pocket sophers more effectively. 



Chapter 2 

2.0 Burrow Construction and Associated Behaviors 

The pocket gopher has a unique life history that challenges conventional techniques for 

studying srnail mamrnals. A number of techniques have been developed to control rodents, 

however, the f o s s o d  Iife style negates their applicability to the pocket gopher. 

Burrowing is one of the most important behavion displayed by the pocket gopher. The 

construction of the burrow system and its variations in spacing, architecture and uses, 

makes it central to any discussion on the ecology or development of any management 

techniques, including a census method, for the pocket gopher. Through an enhanced 

understanding of the construction of the burrow, strategies for controlling the gopher can 

be developed. 

This fossorial herbivore uses tunnels to locate and sain access to food items as weil as to 

secure shelter, to disperse and to obtain mates (Thome and Andersen, 1990). The burrow 

systern construction results in the formation of surface rnounds. It is these mounds which 

hold the key to determining populations. 

The fossorial life style of pocket gophers make it dificult to estimate their abundance. 

Pocket gophers are rarely seen above-ground and evidence of their above-ground 

activities is limited to anecdotal reports, owl pellets, and predator scats (J. Dubois, 



personal communication). Therefore, it is important to undersand how the subsurface 

fulnlls the gophers habitat requirements so cornpleteIy. The most important aspects of 

habitat for a pocket gopher include the depth and texture of the soil, and availabili~ of 

food resources (Case 1988). The ideal habitat has abundant food, and light textured, 

porous soils with good drainage which allow for firm tunnels, and gas exchange. The 

burrow system ofa  pocket gopher is generaily made up of shallow feeding tunnels 

(constituting >80% of the total length) and deeper food-storage and nesting chambers 

(Vleck, 198 L). The construction of feeding tunnels is the focus of al1 foraging activity by 

the pocket gopher and these feeding tunnels mn paralle1 to the surFace of the ground 

(Vleck. 198 1). The feeding tunnels are constmcted at an energy cost to the gopher thar 

includes the cost of diggïng a segment of the desired length, and the associated laterds, as 

well as the cost of pushing the generated soil against gravity to the surface (Vleck, 1 95 1). 

Laterals are used for surFace feeding and for pushing out excavated s o l  

The total area of a pocket gopher burrow system is determined by a van'ety of factors. 

Different species have been found to maintain different-sized burrows, Geomys bzrrsariz~~ 

may have open tunnels exceeding 100 rn in lengh, whereas Thomomys systems can be up 

to 75 rn (Cameron et al, 1958). Plant productivity also effects overd1 length (though al1 

other paramerers stay the same). average burrow lengths in areas of high productivity have 

been shown to be significantly shorter than those burrows in areas of low productivity 

(Fkichman et al, 1982). 



Extensive studies have been done on the relationship between the patterns, rates of 

excavation and stmcture of burrows and on how they relate to the food resources in the 

area. These relationships are very importa. when trying to determine how many mounds 

will be formed by a gopher in a ejven area. Andersen and MacMahon (1981) looked at the 

bioenergetics of Thomomys burrowing and how it relates to burrow dynamics. The 

metabolic costs associated with a fossorial Iife history dictate that the method by which the 

burrow is consmicted is very important (Andersen, 1988). Vleck (1979) found that the 

energetic costs associated with rnoving below-gound (burrowing ), are many orders of 

masnitude greater than those associated with rnoving above-ground (rnay be 360-3400 

greater). Andersen and MacMohan ( 198 1) found that Thomomys burrowing takes place 

at an average rate of 2.0 c d m i n .  

2.2 Behnviord Influences on Burrowing 

Optimal foraging theory look at the behavior patterns which are associated with fora@ng. 

This theory can be studied readily in the pocket gopher because the burrow systern 

provides a long-lasting record of past foraging (Vleck, 198 1). Andersen (1988) cites that 

the logic of optimal foraging theory dictates that the pocket gopher will burrow in the 

most energy efficient manner in order to rninimize burrowing costs in relation to rhe 

benefits. Andersen (1985) developed a number of simple niles chat may describe what the 

gopher does in order to maximize search efficiency and rninimize costs. These consisted 

of: random selection lefi or right for direction of the segment, starting the segment at the 

base of the Iast lateral segment, making the angle of elevation as small as possible and 

taking advantage of either local soi[ conditions or forage presence by the position of the 

Refirirng rhe Control of .Vorrhern PocX-SE Gophers tn ..l=ro-r\fanrroba 



next iaterai. Branch angles, due to symmetry in the use of the foreclaws during shearing 

were found to generally be around 90' (Andersen, 1988). An area-restricted search in the 

presence of a clurnp of food w i U  lead to the increase in nurnber of branch-orighation sites 

at the clumps (Andersen, 1988). The genera! attributes of the placement of branches off 

of tunnels for the northern pocket gopher are due to a combination of random choices in 

direction and the physical constraints associated with burrowing (Andersen, 1988). 

ntomomys was found to have a linear burrow system with numerous laterd branches off 

the main tunnel (VIeck, 198 1). 

Andersen ( 1  988) looked at what efect plant density would have on the overaIl 

architecture of the burrow systems of Geomys hvrsmius. It has always been believed that 

food resources are the definitive factor in the construction of the burrow system, however, 

-hdersen (1988) found that the density had no effea on architecture. The energetic cost 

of constructing a tunnel system is o s e t  by the fact that the gopher can travel back to 

profitable areas without having to repeat the entire search process or rely on spatial 

memory (Andersen, 1990). 

The pressures for gophers to efficiently utilize space in relation to neighbors and resources 

is enorrnous due to the high costs of burrowing . I t  is important to look at the way in 

which gophers space thernselves in relation to others of their own species to develop a 

census method that will estimate how many individuals are in a given area- 



In non-fossorid species, home ranges tend to overlap somewhat, as wei1 as SM 

periodically. However, pocket gopher burrows represent a great deal of energy output 

and they will maintain, and rigoroudy defend one discrete system for the duration of their 

adult life. Each individual burrow system is an entity unto itself which can be influenced by 

the food resources available, as well as the size of the individual and the soif type. The 

spacing within and between burrow systems is remarkably constant for ail sizes and both 

sexes of pocket gopher (Reichan et al, 1982). The patterns of burrow placement in 

relation to other burrows are very cornplex but are not random because none of the 

burrows intersect each other at any time (Reichman et al, 1982). Extreme uniformity of 

burrow spacing, shape and configuration was found with each population (Reichrnan et al 

1982). Figure (4) shows an aend view of a population of pocket gophers. The Iine 

drawing demonstrates the placement of the burrow systems that were dug open and lined 

with white marking lime and photographer tiom the air. 

A difference in burrow length, home range area, perimeter and number of adjacent 

neighbors was seen when comparing reproductive males to non-reproductive males and 

females (Reichrnan et al.. 1982). A Iarger absolute burrow size and iinearity was shown by 

reproductive males. This difference in burrowing behaviour may function to increase their 

potential for encountering a receptive female (Reichman et al., 1982). 

It is not known how pocket gophers detect each other. The high cost of burrowing niles 

out any possibiliry that the gopher wil1 dig until they find another burrow, then plug that 

tunnel and burrow the other direction (nor has any evidence of this occumng found) 
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(Reichman et al, 1982). Aiso, Andersen (1990) detemüned that even the detectim of food 

without physicaiiy running into Ït, is limited by lack of light and poor air movement below- 

ground. Andersen (1990) showed that a pocket gopher could pass as close as 10 cm Erom 

a food item without detecting it. However, pocket gophers must be consciousIy aware of 

their neighbors, because a burrow system recently abandoned due to trap rernoval of the 

RejÏning the Conml oflorthern Pocket Gophers in -4gro-Afanitobu 



Figure 4. Aeriai Iine drawings of the burrows of r population of pocket gophers 

(Thornomys bonne) (Reichman et al., 1982). 



occupant, will be quickiy taken over by another gopher within a very short period of time 

(Reichrnan et aI, 1982). 

2.4 Foragtgrng Strategy Influence on Burrowing 

Foraging strategies Vary widely between species of marnmals and are a detemiining factor 

in the search path an animai will follow. fherefore, understanding the foraging strategies 

of the gopher can funher explain why gophers burrows are structureci as they are. The 

efficiency of a foraging path under certain conditions, is largely dependent on how well the 

animal uses, obtains, and updares information used to detect resources, while rnaintaining 

a positive benefit-to-cost ratio (benefit being the food obtained and the cost being the 

e n e r g  expended to obtain that food). The path an animai takes dunng foraging is 

determined by a variety of behavioral decisions, as well as by the surrounding 

environment. 

.Andersen (1987) looked at food patch structure, and how it influences pocket gopher 

foraging. It was found that below-ground pIant biomass density did not dter burrowing 

behavior (Andersen, 1 957). Andersen (1 987) hypothesized that burrowing is instinctively 

continued at a h i j h  level set by interna1 energy stores, regardless of plant density. Kigh 

burrowing rates would provide a great deal of information on habitat quality and would 

increase the chances of encountenng a food item (Andersen, 2 987). The foraging path of 

the pocket gopher was found to be consistent with a search path predicted for a harvesting 

animal (as was the linear geornetry stated earlier) which minimizes the energy costs of 

burrowing (Andersen. 1988). Andersen's (1 988) findings show gophers display behaviors 
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consistent with area-restricted search theory- This is displayed through intensified 

searching by the gopher when it finds an ares with a clump of food. The search path of 

the pocket gopher was unsected by habitat patchùiess or the density of palatable plants 

(Andersen, 1988). Results nom many studies indicate that perhaps the behaviorai drive for 

the pocket gopher to dig may not hinge directly on food availability (Andersen, 1987). 

Burrowing rnay be necessary to Wear d o m  the rapidly ever-prowing incisors, as well as 

&[fil1 an exploratory, information-gathering drive (Andersen, 1 987). 

2.5 iizfruences of Food on Bumoluing 

The nature of the food which an animai searches for is very important in understanding 

why they search in a particular manner. Pocket gophers were thought to be generalist 

herbivores, due rnainly to the high cost involved in foraging by burrowing. However, 

species of gophers that are very similar in life history and morphology, differ in food 

preferences and availabie resources. 

Growth rares in fossonal mammais are subject to the constraints of burrowing energetics 

and the amount of eEort that rnust be put fonh to obtain food (Andersen, 1978). Smith 

and Patton (l980), hypothesized that differences in food resources will cause variations in 

body size by influencins growth rates. Relatively hi& levels of effort in nutnent-poor sites 

represents poor return on energy invested in foraging. Therefore, differences in habitat 

will modify overall size attained due to variation in retums on energy expenditures (Patton 

and Brylski, 1987). 



As availability or presence of appropriate food items decreases, pocket gophers must 

move greater distances to obtain sufficient food- Pocket gopher populations are thought to 

be food Iimited (Andersen and MacMohan, 198 1). This has  been supponed by the results 

of other studies. In examination of diet when there is a shifi in plant species, Geomys 

shows a distinct seasonai change in the species of plants preferred nom forbs to grasses, 

however, î750momy.s shows no shift (Myers and Vaughan, 1964). The SM in Geomys is 

thoupht to refiect the abundance of available plant species, with March through August 

having forbs most abundant and September through February abundant in grasses (Myers 

and Vaughan, 1964). Thomomys preference seems to be independent of plant species 

composition or availability. In an area which was made up of 50% grass, 42% forbs and 

8% shrubs, their diet was compnsed of 93% forbs (Ward and Keith, L962). This rnakes 

Thomomys highly dependent on forbs for food (Myers and Vaughan, 1964). When faced 

with a shift in plant species composition (in this examp[e, due to the spraying of a 

herbicide), where forbs dropped from 67% of species composition to 30%, 7?zomomys 

population dropped 87% (Ward and Keith, 1962). 

Food habit differ somewhat between adult and juveniles (Myers and Vaughan, 1964). 

Aduits tend to eat significantly iess aboveground vegetation in cornparison to young 

gop hers, which probably refiects more experience on the pan of the adult in avoiding 

predation (Myers and Vaughan, 1 964). 

2.6 A c t i v e  Patterns 



A interesting charactenstic of the pocket gopher is that it does not hibernate, even tb.ough 

it is a rodent that lives in temperate climates. Pocket gophers show a four hour activity 

cycle averaging out to two hours of rest and two hours of movement (Gettinger, 1984). 

The 24-hr activity cycle is punctuated to a small degree by a peak of activity occumng 

during the late afternoon early evening (Gettinger, 1984). Sites of activity are particularly 

found in the shallow feeding tunnels located close to the surface, with resting periods 

centred excIusively in the single nest charnber (Gettinger, 1984). The arnount of time 

spent active or resting is not effecred by either body mass of the individual or the size of irs 

burrow system (Cameron et ai, 1988). Also, activity levels are not related to the above- 

eround or within-burrow temperature (Carneron et al, 1988). Surface activity is rarely if - 
ever observed, however, surface activity does take place dunng dispersal. One radio- 

collared juvenile female was observed in this study to move 133 m overnight, which would 

be impossible to accomplish through burrowing. 

The mechanics and theory behind the construction of the tunnels was discussed earlier, in 

order to complete the picture, seasonal patterns related to temperature and moisture 

changes, as well as reproductive periods must be overlain. Miiler (1948) showed that 

tunneling correlates closely wirh soil moisture, and that mound production is at its highest 

Ievel when soi1 moisture reached 949%. The imponance of soi1 moisture was identified 

by Anderson and MacMohan (198 1) as one of the key factors in the burrowing rates of 

73omomys ta@ide.s. Over saturation of the soil limits mound production. Overall 

increases in the tunnel system are closely linked to a combination of semal behavior and 

availability of food (Cox and Hunt, 1997). Bandoli (198 1) indicates that mate seeking 
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may be more important than precipitation- To introduce another factor, Cnddle (1930) 

demonstrated that the observed drop in mound production is correlated with the gophers' 

timing of reproduction and rearing of the young. The resurgence of mound production in 

the fdl could then be explained by the dispersal of the young and their establishment of 

home ranges (Moore and Reid 195 1, Cox and Hunt 1992). Nor ail t u ~ e l i n g  results in 

the production of mounds, with a variable amount of the loose soi1 being used to back-fil1 

old and unused tunnels. These fi uctuations in mound building are very important when 

tryÎng to use their formation in estimations of abundance with a predeterrnined 

mathematical equation. 

The aspects of the pocket gophers life history discussed above make this a dificult animal 

to census. To briefly summarize these: 

Pocket gophers are rarely seen above-gound, therefore counts can not be made 

through sightings. 

Surface soi1 mounds produced by tunneling are the only obvious signs of gophers. 

however. many factors other than the absolute number of gophers cause fluctuations in 

the  number of mounds present. 

Fluctuations in mound production can be a result oc density of forbs in the area, sex 

and reproductive status of the individual, total number ofgophers in the area, soi1 

rnoisnire and texture, amount of tunnel back-filiing, and time of the year. 
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Therefore, for a census rnethod to be used effectively on the pocket gopher it mua either 

take uito account d of these variables or be specincally designed for use under certain 

circumstances (Le. for use in forage fields at a specified time of year). 
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Chapter Three . 

Census counts are used to determine the abundance of an organism. The information 

generated by the census counts can be used in a varïety of ways including to increase or 

decrease harvest Ievels, or as in the species under study to determine the rnost cost 

effective method of popuiation control. 

The rnethods available to estirnate the abundance of pocket gopher populations are 

controlled by ecological. econornical and statistical factors. The ecological factors are the 

constraints due to the biology of the animal and its habitat. The extensive exploration of 

the gopher's life history above. has provided ample background into the unique constraints 

that must be given consideration in developing the census method. The economical 

factors include such things as the cost and effort required of the  method, and whether or 

not the cost is justified by the accuracy that can be achieved. The statistical constraints are 

such things as sample size, the variances in the data and meeting assumptions that alIow 

for statistical signiticance to be measured. 

Krebs (1 989) outlines a sequence of decisions through which one can choose a technique 

ro estimate population. Using this rnethod with the pocket gopher shows quadrat counts 

to be the rnost applicable techniques. The assumptions of these techniques require that the 
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area of the count must be known, and the animafs must be moderately immobile dunng the 

sampling period, which fit well with the biology of the gopher (Krebs, 1989). Diaculty is 

encountered when trying to determine the size and shape of the quadrat which is required. 

What is required to ensure statistical significance and that which is possible (in relation to 

time and money constraints in the field) are often two very different things. 

Krebs (1989) suggests that the same size and shape quadrat used in previous *dies can 

be used. However, previous studies indicate that the chosen size of the quadrat for pocket 

sophers can Vary widely dependent on soil type, vegetation and population densities. 

Therefore. quadrat size is highly dependent on the population in question. The shape of 

the plots has generally been square, because of the regular spacing and finear configuration 

of pocket gopher burrows (which will minirnize edge effect without compromising area). 

It is at this point, once a size and shape has been chosen, that the sampling design becomes 

important. A census or estimation of abundance constitutes a rneasurative experiment 

during which no treatment is applied to the plot, therefore. no control is needed (Krebs. 

1989). As a result, there are less restrictions on the design required, though as rnany 

replications possible is recommended. Repeated sampling over tirne and space (on the 

field) bolsters the significance of the  generated data by rnitigating variables introduced 

through variations in population fluctuations and localized habitat characteristics 

The estimates senerated by the study census method are confÏrrned by trapping-out the 

gophers found within the study plot. Trapping constitutes a treatment and must be treated 

as such statistically. Repeated measures (census counts) on the same treated (trapped-out) 



plots would not be  independent and would be considered temporal pseudoreplication, and 

should be subject to ANOVA (Krebs, 1989). A simple solution to this probIem is to 

abandon the plot d e r  one trap-out and rnove to a new plot which has not been acted 

upon- 

It has been the goal of many researchers to prove statistically, that there is a linear 

mathematical relationship beiween the number of gophers in an area and the number of 

mounds which they produce throush burrow construction (Ried et al., 1966, Engeman et 

al.. 1993, Proulx et ai., 1997). The discussion of burrowing in the previous section 

outlines that there are a nurnber of factors influencing burrowing, however that burrowing 

follows a Iogical. and maybe quantifiable pattern. The mounds are the only visible signs of 

the gophers and are therefore the only sign used to make an index of the population. 

Richens (1965) found a positive relationship between the number of mounds and the 

number of pocket gophers, with the highest correlation found afier perfoming penodic 

and cumulative counrs. confinning the logical structure of rhe burrowing process. 

Another important reference thac is used as a mode1 for gopher census methods, confirmed 

a mathematical correlation (Reid, Hansen, and Ward, 1966). The descnbed method 

involved the flanening of al1 mounds in a predetermined area, which is returned to 48 

hours later, at which rime al1 fresh mounds are counted. The plots in the original study 

were then trapped-out to allow for statistical evaluation of the accuracy of the method. 

An equation was generated to describe the relationship (valid for a 2 day interval on 54, 1- 
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2.5 ha plots), 9 = (0.6582)(xx )(log(x + I )  into which the number of new rnaunds d e r  

48 hours becornes (x) (Reid et al., 1966). 

Example: number of mounds counted = 80 

number of gophers = (0.6582) (x80)(iog (80 + 1) 

number of gophers = (0.6582) (8.944) (1.9085) 

nurnber of gophers = 1 1.2 O 4 

This rnethod is complicated by fluctuations in burrowing activity, and anaiysis showed that 

the number and area of the plots sampled, are dependent on the size of the existing 

population. Reid et al. (1966) found that in order to obtain results in a time penod of 21- 

45 hr., that were statistically significant, a large number of large plots had to be sampled 

(55, 1-25 ha plots when the population was I I ,  and 7. 1-23 ha plots when the population 

was 23). The high labour and monetary cost entailed in this effort makes it irnpractical for 

use at a field level. To funher undermine the only technique generated so far to assess 

gopher populations, Gettinger (1984) points out that in counting mounds not ail 

burrowing activity is considered because not al1 burrowing creates mounds, due to 

oophers using some of the soi1 to back-fil1 abandoned tunnels. However, this is still the s 

most promising method because the mounds are the only sign that can be used, and back 

filling could be assumed to be in relatively constant proportion to surface mound building. 

Intuitively, it would seem that further refinement of the technique, either through a nested 

quadrat design (to detemine if the area required could be reduced), or limiting its 

application to areas of high population, could alIow it to remain usefui. Therefore, this 

techniques will be used as the basis for this study, with modifications being made to 

minimize some of the problems outlined above. 
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3.3 Other Techniques 

Other techniques have been tn'ed in place of the mound counts with limited success. 

Anderson and MacMohan (1 98 1) tned to use mark and recaphire to count the gophers, 

basing densities on individuals iive-trapped within plots in early summer (to represent 

breeding population densities) and in the fa11 (the wintering populations). However, the 

charactenstics of a gopher population violate a nurnber of the assumptions that f om the 

statisticai fi-amework of catch-and-release calcuiations. The Peterson Method is a simple 

mark-and-recapture method that involves a single period of recapturing after marking 

(Krebs, 1989). The assurnptions of this method are vioiated by pocket gophers' unequal 

catchability, the difficulty of capture-recapture that precludes a ciosed population, and 

non-random sampling due to discreet burrow systems (Krebs, 1989). The Schnabel 

Method extends the recapnire period to include a senes of trapping episodes (Krebs, 

1 989). The assumptions of the Schnabel Method are the same as the Peterson Method. 

rnaking it equally unusable. A final method the Jolly-Seber Method, that iooks at when 

the individual was last captured, is for a open population, but is still not applicable because 

samplins can not be random, (a crucial assurnption), due to the nature of the burrow 

system (Krebs, 1989). 

Proulx et al. (1993) Iooked to the remote sensing to see if it could be used in censusing 

populations. It was found that colour aeriai photographs could be used to confirm the 

presence ofpocket gophen (limited to areas w*th dry soils and short vegetation), and 

black and white infiared photos were usehl to outline areas disturbed by activity. 
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However, neither could be used to count individual gopher mounds. Proulx et al. ( 1992) 

suggested that remote sensing couid play a role in determining areas of concentration and 

expansion. Currently, Proulx is working on a census rnethod which ïnvoIves the opening 

of tunnels and assessing activity by o b s e ~ n g  the rate at which these holes are plugged. 

The open hole method was investigated previously by Engeman et al. (1993), and was 

found to be  more sensitive than the mound-count rnethod, and less labour intensive. 

However, this study aiso found that there was a potentiai for bias when les-experienced 

observers were used to count fresh mounds. Engernan et al. (1993) acknowledge that 

there were many factors influencing the accuracy of each rnethod, and that each must be 

tested under different conditions to provide a definitive answer. 
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Chapter Four 

In order for a control method to achieve widespread and repeated use, Witmar et al. 

(1 995) detail conditions that it m u t  meet. The method must be safe, effective, 

inexpensive, legal, environmentally safe, and sociaiiy acceptable. To date no control that 

meets ail cntena has been devefoped for the pocket gopher. However, different methods 

of controt for pocket gophers has been practiced by producers for generations. The three 

methods most comrnonly used inchde; baiting with toxicants (rodenticides), rernoval 

trapping, and premature cultivation of the  effected field. These methods have a variety of 

advantages, disadvantases, and costs associated with them- 

Poisons are under continuous investigation and development by manufacturers. The use 

of these chernicals has changed over time as environmental standards have changed and 

awareness of the damage ro non-target species has increased. There is a push to increase 

regulation of control activities, to reduce the available tools and materials to controf pests 

(because of safety and health concems), and pressure to use methods of control that 

reflect societies requirement for the humane treatment of anirnals (Timm, 1997). The 

poisons that have been devetoped to control rodents can be diflerentiated fiom each other 

by the method of application, and the toxicant or active agent. 
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The poisons used to target pocket gophers share a cornmon rnethod of application but 

Vary in the carrier and eEective agent. The rodentitide is deposited directly h t o  the 

burrow system through the use of a mechanicd burrow builder or a hand probe. The 

burrow builder is pulled behind a tractor and is usefùl for large scale application of the 

poisoned bait. The function of the burrow builder is to create an artificiai feeding tunnel 

just under the nidace, into which poisoned bait is deposited via a rnodified seeder 

calibrated to deposit the prescribed dosage. The hand probe is usehl for srnail-scale 

appiication of the poison, and is used to deposit bait into the pre-existing tunnels of 

individual go phers. 

There are a number of toxicants that are used as the active agent in rodenticides. These 

toxicants are subject to strict regulations, and sorne are being phased out of the market in 

response to safety or environmental concerns. They c m  be grouped into two broad 

caregories based on their mode of action, anticoajulants and non-anticoagulants. 

4.1.1 Anticoagulants 

.hticoaguIants, as the name suggests, causes massive hemorrhage in the animal. This can 

be accomplished in a single dose or multiple doses, depending on the formulation. These 

poisons are available for sale under different names and have been evaiuated by numerous 

studies. Deniset ( 1  993) evaluated Maki@ and Contrac@, both of which are singIe-dose 

anticoagulants, based on bromadiolone. Bromadiolone was evaluated by Sullins (1997), 

who reponed a reduction in activity of only 5.5-1 7.4%. Deniset (1993) had positive 

results with Maki@, but nor with Contraca. Sullins ( 1  997) and Proulx (1 994) tested two 



types of multi-dose anticoagulants, chiorophacinone and diphacinone and achieved 

completely dinerent results. SuIIin (1997) found a redunion of 77595.5% with 

chlorophacinone, and 70.7% with dip hacinone, whereas Proulx (1 994) had a 0% reduction 

in activity with both rodenticides. Proulx explained these results (and other negative 

results) with the finding that the antidote to anticoagulants is vitamin K., that is found in 

extremely high doses in aifialfa. Proulx went so far as to state that none of the available 

toxins availabte on the market couId be recornmended due to similar aaws in the 

formulations. and the high doses required to be effective. 

4.1.2 Non-An ticoagulnn ts 

Toxicants dassified as non-anticoagulants include; strychnine, zinc phosphide, 

bromethaiin, cholecaiciferol, sodium fluoroacetate (Compound 1080) and fimigants such 

as Iiquid anhydrous ammonia. Strychnine is a poison that has had wide spread use in the 

past, however, every effort is being made to remove this product fiom the market due to 

its potent effect on non-tarset species, and the large potential for secondary and tertiary 

poisoning. Deniset ( 1993) tested a new formulation, Gophacide@, and noted a reduction 

in activity, however. Proulx ( 1994) achieved only a 040% control and would not 

recommend it. Deniset tested a poison based on the chernical cholecaiciferol, Quintoxo, 

that hnctions to produce an extremely high level of calcium in the blood Stream that 

causes hypercalcemia, resulting in a hean attack. This poison yielded good results and is 

recommended as a method of control. Zinc phosphide was also investigated by Proulx 

( 1  994), who rejected it due to a reduction in population of only 20%. However, O'Brien 
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(1997) found that its limitations could be over corne if the bait was made acceptable to the 

target species through pre-baiting w-th non-toxic bait. 

Trapping is a common method of control for rodents. There are two main types of traps, 

impalement types, and mare types (Figure 5). These have been modified by various 

companies to give the producer a choice of trap. The impalement trap is activated when 

pressure is placed on a Boor mounted tngger, causing spikes from each side of the trap to 

pinch together, impalinj the pocket gopher. The snare trap is set inside a container with 

the trigger hanging d o m  and the body of the snare resting on the ground at the entrance. 

When pressure is placed on the trigzer the mare is raised to the ceiling, trapping the 

animal. 

Deniset (1993) did an exrensive three year evaluation of the efficiencies of four types of 

traps. The results showed an overall efficacy of 44.25%, and a catch effon of 35 minutes 

per gopher trapped. The most efficient trap was an irnpalement trap, the MacabeeB, at 

5 1 -5%. This was foIfowed by the snare type. the  Wooden Box , 46.8%. another snare. the 

Black Hole@, 42.5%. and l a d y  an impalement trap, the Easy Set@, 42.8%. 

Proulx (1997), over two nights of snidy found that the most efficient trap was a mare type 

identical to the Wooden Box, the Conven. This was followed by the Black Hole@ and the 

Easyset @, (the Macabea  was not part of the study). 
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Figure 5. Impalernent and %are Traps (Proulx et aL, 1992). 



The purchase pnce of the individual trap varies nom $4.95 for the Easy Set to % 15.00 for 

the Black Hole. Another option for producers is to hire a professional trapper who can 

charge $2.00 - $7.00 per gopher trapped depending on cunent market prices. 
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Chapter 5 

5.0 Methodology 

A range of rnethodologies were developed to reach the objectives outlined previously. 

5.1 Shrdy Site 

The data collection for the census method and the radio-collaring trials took place on two 

sites in Manitoba. The study was conducted in the municipality of St. Anne, on a 32 

hectare alfalfa field, 1.6 km east of Giroux (23 -7-7 EPM) , during the sumrners of 1994, 

1995, and 1996. The study site shifted to the municipality of Enkson during August of 

1996, when the field previously used was no longer available. 

The S t. Anne site was established in the summer of 1994. and was surveyed by a 

professional Company to ensure accuracy. The section under study was 484 m x 258 m, 

and was further divided into plots 30.3 m x 30.3 m (Figure 6). These dimensions yielded a 

large number of identical plots, each with an assigned purpose. The study area was used 

by another project at the same time (DeWandei, 1997). and plot selection was modified to 

avoid using the plots under study by the other project. 
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Figure 6 Study Site 
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5.2 Objective I :  Census Method Developrnent 

The census methods trials consisted of penodic and cumulative counts followed by a 

trapping-out of each pIot. 

In ail trials, the first stage consisted of flattening dl rnounds contained within the plot. 

Then al1 fi-esh mounds were counted daily over a number of days. At the completion of 

the period of counting, traps were set in the plot for an average of three days or until there 

was no fiesh rnound activity. 

Modification of the nurnber of days of mound counting occurred over the duration of the 

study. Dunng the first full field season (1995) mounds were counted two days after the 

mounds were initially flattened. During the final field season (1996), the time penod was 

expanded to counts every day for seven days. Pocket gophers were trapped for three days 

afier the seven day period was completed. The data was analyzed using SystatB. 

r+uItivariate general linear regression was done on each to detemine the sampling period 

with the shortest length of tirne and the highest correlation. 

5.3 Objective 2: Burroiv Range and Movernents 

Radio equipment was obtained from AVM Radio Telemetry Equipment and Techniques. 

The collar that was used was the SM I -H. This externai neck collar was designed to have 
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a large range to transmit through the soil, and to be attached easily in the field. It had a 

whip antenna buiIt into the collar, to avoid interfenng with the pocket gophers burrowing 

motion. The pocket gophers were trapped using a modified Live trap, and the coliars were 

affixed in the field to the pocket gophers. 

The radio-collared pocket gopher was monitored for as long as tirne allowed or until the 

collar was rernoved by the animal. Transmission relocation points were estab lished every 

30 minutes and plotted on a map in meters and in degrees frorn the point of capture. 

5.4 Objective 3 & 4: Rollenticide Evalunrion and Burrow Builder Cornparison 

The rodenticide, provided by United Agri-Products for further testing, was the Clean Crop 

Burrow Qat BaitB (B.O.B.@), Registration No. 24795 under the Pest Control Poisons 

Act. The pice of the poison at the time of testing was listed at $136.00(CAN) for a 20 kg 

bag. At the recomrnended rate it would cost $10.20/2.5 ha(CAN), at the experirnental 

rate (1 I kg12.5 ha) the cost would be $17.00/2.5 ha(CAN). It is a toasted oat groat, 

infused with a zinc phosphide poison (2% concentration). The poison reacts with the 

stornach acids of the rodent, gas is produced in the blood, and is exhaled through the 

lungs, suffocating the gopher. 

The rodenticide was applied with an artificial burrow builder. This machine is pulled 

behind a tractor on a three point hitch, and creates a tunnel below-ground, while 

dispensing the rodenticide-irnpregnated bait into the tunnel at a set rate. Two different 
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machines were used for the purpose of cornparison (objective 5), the Bob Kentch-Gofer@ 

(Figure 7) and the Westem Alfalfa Burrow Builder@ (Figure 8) . 

The snidy sites were situated in three different regions, as determined by the participation 

of three producer groups. 

Three trials were applied in the spring (May - June) on the folfowing fields: 

W. Raynald ChappeIIaz, St. Claude, Manitoba, Iocation SW 33-8-7 

Mr. George Lefloch, Haywood, Manitoba, Iocation SW 27-8-6 

Mr. Raynald Theroux, St. Claude, Manitoba, : location SE 14-8-9 

Four trials were applied in the faIl (August - October) on the following fields: 

Mr. Ken Wright, MacGregor, Manitoba, location: 

Mr. Roger Bruneau, St. CIaude. Manitoba, Iocation SE 1 1-8-7 

Mr. John Dion, St. CIaude, Manitoba, Iocation NE 35-7-8 

Mr. Lawrence Lacoste, Giroux, ~Manitoba, location SE 4-8-70 

Each field contained four study plots that were 0.4 ha2 (63.6m x 63.6m), with a 20m area 

around each plot, treated as a buffer zone. One of the study plots was used as a control, 

with tunnels made, but no rodenticide applied. One plot received rodenticide at 6.6 kg/2.5 

ha, applied with the Gofer@; one at 6.6 kgD.5 ha with the Western Alfalfa Burrow 

Buildefi; and the rernaining plot was treated with B.0.B.Q at 11 kg/2.5 ha with the 

Gofer@. The rodenticide was applied every 6m. with passes made in two directions 

perpendicular to each through the field. 
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Figure 7. Bob Kentch G o f e a  Artificial Burrow Builder. 

ofer 

1, 8AiT CONTAINER 
Divided, hoids two different 
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with twin feeder altemates 
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7. CHROME-PLATED BLADE 

a REPLACEABLE CAST POINT - 
ch rame alloy, 
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In order to monitor the efficacy of the applied rodenticide on gopher populations, the 

census method previously used in similar studies was used (Deniset, 1993). The 

procedure involved the flattening of al1 surface mounds, then retuming 48 hours later and 

counting the new mounds. This was performed pnor to the application of the rodenticide, 

to assess the activity levels, and counts were performed three days and ten days post- 

treatment 

The collected data was examined to compare the percent change in mound production 

within each plot. The average number of mound counts was calculated and the percent 

change was determined. The percent change was modified to reflect 'background' events 

(seen as the amount of change in activity in the control plots on each field). These 

changes represented fluctuations in activity which would have occurred in the plots if the 

rodenticide was not applied. Through the modification of the treatment results , the tme 

effects of the poison are clear. 

Cornparisons were made between the efficacy of the Gofer@ at 6.6 kgl2.5 ha and the 

Western Alfalfa Burrow Builder@ at 6.6 kg2.5 ha. Anecdotal observations were made on 

ease of use and the machine's ability to make good tunnels, and speculations were made 

on the differences seen. 

5.5 Objective 5: M(mngement Recommendntions 



The resuIts fiom the census method and the rodenticide trials were combined with the 

findings of previous studies (Deniset, 1994 and DeWandel, 1997) to develop a 

management decision worksheet. The yieId losses determined by DeWandel(1997) were 

combined with the census method equation to find the dollar value of losses per gopher. 

This value was used in the worksheet to dlow producers to calculate their individual 

fosses per ha. The known losses per hectare could then be compared to the cost of 

different methods of control per hectare. The renilts of the rodenticide evaluation and 

burrow builder cornpanson were incorporated into the worksheet. This worksheet is 

intended for use by forage producers. 
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Chapter Six 

6.0 Resuïts 

6. I Objective I r  Census Method Development 

The investigation into the census method deterrnined that an accurate mathematical 

relationship could be determined between the number of gophers in an area and the 

number of mounds produced in that same area. The data violated the assumption of 

constant variance of error, necessary for regression and correlation analysis, therefore the 

data was logged, normalizing the variance (Krebs, 1989). The data was grouped by 

sampling day, with al1 plots being pooled. An adjusted squared multiple R correlation 

value was generated for each sampling penod. This value indicates the percentage of the 

variance in the number of gophers that is predicted by the variance in the number of 

mounds. 

Day 7 showed the highest correlation of 0.934 or 93.4%. The equation generated by this 

sampling penod is; 

-2.555 + 1.13 7(10g mounds) = log gophers 

This has a p value of <0.000 1 and a confidence interval of 1.137 +/- 0.195. 

Day 3 showed the highest correlation in the shortest number of days, with an adjusted 

squared multiple R or a correlation of 0.923, (92.3%). This can be translated to mean 

that 92.3% of the variance in the number of sophers can be predicted by the rnounds. This 



has a p-value of <0.0001 and a confidence interval of 0.934 +/- 0.174. The equation that 

describes the relationship is; 

-0.980 + 0.934 (log mounds) = log gophers 

D ~ Y  p- Value f-Statistrc A a s i e d  

one <O-000 t 45.427 0.774 

two 

three 

four 

five 

six 

seven 

. . . . .. .. - -. - - 

Table 1. Census Count Statistics 

6.2 Objective 2: Burrow Ranges and Movements 

The investigation into the above-ground movements and dispersal of the northem pocket 

gopher was limited by the time-consuming nature of live trapping study animals, however, 

some interesting anecdotal information was sathered. A total of nine gophers were 

cotlared, and data collected on each (appendix 1) (Figure 9). 
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The fis$ gopher shed its collar 1 112 hr. after release, yielding only three stationary 

relocation's, and the collar was retrieved. The collar was found in a burrow system 

133.35 m south, 19.8 m west of the point of release. This juvenile femaie was trapped in a 

burrow systern containing an adult female, assumed to be its mother. The collar was 

retrieved in a burrow containing a juvenile female of the same dimensions, assumed to be 

the original coiIared gopher. The second gopher (male juvenile) was accidentally kill- 

trapped irnrnediately after collaring when it moved into a control plot of the other project 

and ody  two relocation's were obtained. The animal was trapped 22.7 m south and 14.5 

rn west from the point of release after collaring. The third and fourth pocket gophers shed 

their collars immediately upon release and the collars were recovered at the point of 

release. 

The final pocket gopher collared at this location was successfully collared and generated a 

total of 89 relocation points over 46 hours of monitoring. The rnapping of these points 

revealed a defined area of movement with a range measuring 47 1 Som2 Figure 10). 

The project was moved to Erickson and the final four gophers were collared. Gopher 

number six retained its collar for a short time, generating 30 relocation's over 15 hours of 

monitoring, however only 5 were at locations other than the spot where the collar 

eventually remained stationary. The seventh collaring was the most successful, yielding 

125 relocation's over 62.5 hours of monitoring before the gopher shed its collar. This 

pocket gopher was consistently found in the area shown in Figure 11 . This area measured 



46 

209.25 m2. The gopher spent 40% (4Of 102) of the relocation's in a spot assumed to be its 

nest before the transmissions becarne stationary in this location. 

The total area where jopher #5 was relocated was double the size of the area in which 

gopher #7 was found. The range of gopher #S was more spread out than #7 and included 

a number of tunnels of up to 12 m in length. The range of gopher #7 was more compact 

and the longest distance measured nom the point of capture was one relocation at 1 2.5 m. 

The final two gophers collared did not retain their collars, and the collars were retrieved at 

the point of the gophers release. 
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Figure 8. Northern pocket gopher with radio collar. 



Figure 9. Reiocrtion Points, gopher #S. 



Figure 10. Relocation Points, gop her #7. 



6.3 Objective 3: Roknticide Evaluation 

A control plot was established on each field to allow for cornparisons between the change 

in the number of mounds in plot that had been treated and the change in activity in a plot 

that had not been treated. The s p h g  control plots showed a decrease in activity of 18% 

over the ten days after application of the rodenticide to adjacent plots. Fa11 control plots 

showed a decrease of 24% over the ten-day period. 

6.3.1 The Gofer@ at 6.6 kg/Z..S ha 

Spring Application 

The B.O.B.0 was applied to three fields in the spring at a rate of 6.6 kg/2.5 ha with the 

Gofer@. The results showed a decrease in surface rnound activity of 52% afler ten days. 

Fa11 Application 

The B.0.B.Q was applied to four fields in the faIl at a rate of 6.6 k g 2 3  ha with the 

Gofer@. The results were a decrease in rnounding activity of 57%. 
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6.3.2 The Western AIfnlfa Burrow Builde& a? 6.6 kgI2.5 ha 

Spring Application 

B.O.B.0 was applied to three fields in the spring using a rate of 6.6 kg/2.5 ha, with the 

Western Aifdfa Burrow Builder@. Mound counts showed a decrease of 55% over the 

ten-day period. 

Fa11 Application 

B.0.B.B was apptied to three fields in the fa11 at a rate of 6.6 k g 2 . 5  ha with the Western 

Aifdfa Burrow Buitdefl. Counts of surface mound showed a decrease of 38% after ten 

days. 

6.3.3 The Gofer@ nt I I  kg/2.5 ha 

Spring AppIication 

The rodenticide was applied at a rate of 1 1 kg12.5 ha with the Gofer@ on three fields in 

the spring. The results were a decrease in mound activity of 68% over ten days. 

Fail Application 

B.0.B.B was applied in the fa11 on four fields at a rate of 1 1 kg/2.5 ha, using the Gofer@. 

Mound counts showed a decrease of 6 1 % after ten days. 
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Machine / Amount of / The of l Change in / Change in 1 Actuaï 

Used 

Go fer@ 

Western@ 

Go fer@ 

Table 2. Changes in Activity Leveb Post-Rodenticide Application 

Go fer@) 

Western@ 

Go fer8 

The efficacy of the rodenticide was better when using the Gofer@ compared to the 

Western Alfaifa Burrow BuiiderO. There was a 3% difference in the efficacy of the 

rodenticide in the spring, when companng the plots applied with the two different 

machines. A larger difference was observed in the  fall, when the difference in the efficacy 

of the rodenticide was 19% higher in the plots applied with the Gofer@. 

Bait 

6.6 kg2.5 ha 

6.6 kd2.5  ha 

1 1 kgj2.5 ha 
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6.6 kg2 .5  ha 

6.6 kg/?. 5 ha 

I I  kgE.5 ha 

Year 

spring 

spring 

spring 

fall 

faIl 

faII 

Activiîy 

-72% 

-75% 

-88% 

-80% 

-62% 

-84% 

Control 

-20% 

-20% 

-20% 

Change 

-52% 

-55% 

-68% 

-23 % 

-23% 

-23 % 

-57% 

-3 8% 

-6 1 % 



Chapter Seven 

7.0 Discussion and Observations 

Z I Objective 1: Census Method 

The census method can be used with accuracy in faII in Manitoba aIfaIfa fields. The most 

efficient time period between flattening the mounds and counting the new ones is three 

days. The rncst accurate time interval is seven days, achieving an increase in accuracy of 

one percent over the three day period. Three days is recommended because waiting until 

the seventh day would increase the chance that the producer will run into problems v ~ t h  

the weather (Le. rain). When mounds are rained on it is difficult to distinguish between 

fresh mounds and old mounds. Also, the seven day interval would require a cornmitment 

of four additional days of waiting which could be problematic in a busy season. The 

increase in waiting time is not warranted by the small increase in accuracy. 

The best method consists of flattening al1 rnounds in an area 30-3 m by 30.3 m, waiting 

three days and counting the number of fresh mounds. The number of mounds c m  be 

insened into the equation s -0.980 + 0.934(1og mounds) = log gopher. This method and 

the numbers generated should be used with the results of rodenticide testing and the losses 

in yield found by DeWandel (1997) to make decisions on control. The use of this equation 

to make management decisions is outline in the Worksheet (Table 2). 
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The study used as a mode1 for this project (Reid et al., 1966) used a penod of two days 

but found that the accuracy was insufficient. Richens (1965) also found a counting 

interval of three days to produce insufficiently accurate results. Unfortunately no reason 

could be found for the difference in results between those studies and this projects 

findings. 

7.2 Objective 2: B u m v  Range and Movements 

This portion of t h e  study was hampered by the difficulty in catching gophers and by t h e  

gop hers shedding the collars soon after the animals were reieased. However, collaring 

showed the discrete ranges of two individual gophers, and gave insights into their daily 

activity patterns. 

The difference in size between the ranges of the radio-collared gophers may be due to the 

fact that jopher #5 was a male, who are known to have Iarger burrow systems than 

fernales. The range of gopher #5 was more spread out than #7, which could not be 

explained by plant density or density of population because both factors were very simiiar. 

Range sizes are comparable to what is reported in the literature. 

The nesting area of the gophers was clearly indicated by the long penods of time the 

gophers spent in one location. Monitored movements away fiom this area are assumed to 

be foraging or burrowing activities. The activities did not show any obvious pattern. The 
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seventh gopher collared did show an increased nurnber of inactive periods in the nest area 

leading up to the collar remaining stationary. 

Observations of mound building in an area where one of the gophers was known to live 

could have provided information as to the number of rnounds that gopher produced over 

tirne. Unfortunately there was little to no surface mound building during the monitoring of 

either gopher. This may be due to the fact that collaring took place at the t h e  of year that 

is characterized by low mound production. The ranges of the collared gophers were of 

similar area, which could be due to a similar density of gophers and a similar density of 

alfalfa on both fields. 

The two gophers observed to move large distances above-ground added to anecdotal 

reports of such movements. The juvenile female that moved a long distance was initiaily 

trapped in what was assumed to be the matemal burrow system and left it immediately 

afier collaring. The disturbance of being collared combined with the physical presence of 

the collar may have caused the juvenile to be forced out by the adult or to disperse on its 

own. The juvenile male that moved above-ground was originally caught by hand on the 

surface, while he was trying to dig into a fiesh mound. After being collared, a hole was 

dug into that mound and the gopher placed in that tunnel. It is possible that this gopher 

was in the process of dispersing and was inadvertently placed in the burrow system of 

another gopher. This intmding gopher would be forced out by the original inhabitant, 

explaining the immediate rnovement into another area. However, the disturbance of being 

collared could have caused it to move as well. 
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Greater success could have been achieved if the live traps were more effective and if the 

collars were easier to secure. The traps had been used in previous studies and required 

apprcximately 24 hours to catch a gopher, compared to 112 hour to catch one in a removal 

trap. The collar used was specifically designed for pocket gophers however, they were 

extremely difficult to secure on the animal. The collar itseif was made of a single piece of 

thermoplastic-coated wire that acts as the collar and the antenna. To make the collar snug 

to the animal's neck, a loop of the wire had to be folded back and then secured by a piece 

of heat-shrink tubins. The instructions recommended attaching the collar by holding the 

animal upside down and carefully raising a small open flarne from a butane lighter or a 

wooden match up towards the tubing. These instructions were not given in the order 

booklet and only were revealed upon receipt of the collars. The inefficiency and 

mechanical difficulties of this system are considerable. Every rnethod was tned to pinch 

the collar as tight as possible and melt the heat shrink plastic without harming the gopher, 

however, it was a challen~e. Four of the nine gophers collared were able to almost 

immediately remove their collars. This could have been a direct result of the difficulties in 

achieving a secure fit. 

The results indicate a reduction in pocket gopher mound activity after the application of 

Clean Crop Burrow Oat Bai@ rodenticide, in spring and fall. 



7.3.1 Cornparisons of Rates 

The reduction in gopher activity after seven trial applications of B.O.B@ at the 

recomrnended rate averaged 5 1%. Mound production was reduced by 65% when the 

application rate was increased to 11 kg/2.5 ha. This was a 14% increase over the efficacy 

at 6.6 kg/2.5 ha. The amount of product applied could be further increased, however, 

there wil1 be a point at which the retum on money spent wiil not be cost effective. The 

14% increase in efficacy seen here would corne at an increase of 60% in the c o a  (eom 

% 10.20/2.5 ha to $1 7.0CV2.5 ha). The producer must decide if the increased price is cost 

effective. 

This projects findings indicate a higher success rate for the zinc phosphide treated bait 

than was indicated by Proulx et al. (1997). That study determined a success rate of only 

20%, cornpared to the range of 38% to 68% found in this study. 

7.3.2 Cornpanson of Time of Year 

There was a small diFerence in efficacy seen between spring and fdl. Spnng application 

resulted in a drop of 58% (average of 6.6 kg and 1 1 kg per 2.5ha), and fa11 saw a drop of 

52% (average of 6.6 kg and I I kg). This small difference could be explained by a number 

of factors. The spring is always the optimal tirne to apply rodenticide (from a biological 

perspective) because it will remove breeding adults before they can add to the population. 

Also. the greater abundance of fresh foodstuffs in the fa11 May result in the gopher ignoring 

the bait. Finally, the drier conditions experienced in the fa11 can harnper the anificial 

burrow builder's ability to make a good, clean tunnel. If the soi1 Iacks the moisture to 

hold together, the bait may be contaminated with soi1 or even buned. The fall application 
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in this study was hampered by dry soil conditions to a srna11 degree, and poor tunnels may 

have caused the slightly Iower reduction in the fdI. 

7.4 Objective 4: Burrav Builder Cornparison 

A difference in efficacy was seen in the rodenticide results when comparing plots in which 

the only variable was the machine used for application. 

The differences seen in the same field where two machines applied the identicai product on 

plots side by side could be attributed to three basic things: the amount of poison being 

deposited, the uniformity of the distribution, and presentation of the bait. Common sense 

would suggest that the machine that distributes the most precise dosage in the cleanest 

fom, at the most uniform rate will give the best results. The Gofer@ was more successful 

in achieving these performance goals. 

Both machines deposit bait using a hopper regulated by a gear mechanism tnggered by a 

wheel running aIong the ground. On uneven ground or adverse soil conditions, obstacles 

can cause the wheel to lif?, stopping the fiow of bait through the machine. This can alter 

the amount per 2.5 ha, or the uniformity of deposition in the tunnels. This problem was 

seen to occur more ofien with the Western Alfalfa Burrow Builder@, due to the lighter 

construction and smaller wheet, though slowing down the tractor Iessened this problem. 

The addition of weighted plates to the machine was also necessary to apply the rodenticide 

over the treated area. 
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The Gofer@ has a better ability to create clean, round tunnels in a variety of adverse soil 

conditions. The longer torpedo length of the Gofer@ may be the reason for this. Also, the 

Gofer@ has a torpedo shaft with a more gradua1 dope up to the feeder rnechanism, as a 

result vegetation did not wrap around the knife as often as with the other machine. The 

Western Alfalfa Burrow BuilderYs@ up-right knife blade causes vegetation to wrap- 

around it, causing tunnels to collapse. This slows down the application of the rodenticide 

because the operator is forced to lif? the torpedo out of the soil, then dismount from the  

tractor to clear the vegetation. The lifting of the torpedo also leaves portions of the tunnel 

untreated. 

The main advantage of the Western AifaIfa Burrow Builder@ is its mobility. This machine 

is smaller, and lighter, and much easier to get out to the field. The large size and weight of 

the Gofer@ is a draw back when evaluating the ease of use of the machines. The Western 

Alfalfao was significantly easier to load on and off of a truck, and ont0 a three-point 

hitch. 

Z 5 Objective 5: Management Recornmendations 

The findings of this study can now be used to provide producers with a method of 

determining the most cost effective method of managing northem pocket gophers in alfalfa 

fields in Manitoba. The decision process recommended is as described in Figure 12. 
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7.5. I Cosî Threshold Determination Worksheeî 

This Worksheet is to be perfonned in the fail. 

Step 1. Determine the species present is the northem pocket gopher. 

Are mounds present with no open tunnels? 

1s the animai gray, with srnall eyes and a naked tail? 

Ifyes to these questions, continue 

Step 2. Performing the census count 

set up counting plot, a square measuring 30.3 m X 30.3 rn 

flatten al1 mounds in the plot 

corne back to the plot after three days and count the fresh mounds (if it rained in the 

interim, you must start over by flattening al1 mounds) 

Step 3 .  Use Number of mounds counted in the worksheet (table 3). 

In order to use this worksheet the producer must have a calcuiator that has a log and anti- 

log hnction key. In order to nonnalize the errors in the data the numbers where logged, 

therefore without this crucial step the numbers generated would be useless. 

The first step is to divide the number of mounds in the plot by 0.091809, converting the 

number into gophers per hectare. The producer would then key into hisher calculator the 

number of gophers per hectare and they would rhen press the LOG key on the calculator. 

They would then multiply this number by 0.0934 and then add -0.98 (these are constant 

values generated by the computer analysis). This number would then be inputted into the 

calculator and the ANTI -LOG key pressed. 
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Figure I l .  Decision Flowchart. 

DETERMINE THAT THE SPECIES ~k.Ë=k? Ï S  THE 
NORTHERN POCKET GOPRER 

(is the animal gray with a naked pink tail) 

IF NO, LOOK TO OTHER RESOURCES 
F E S ,  CONTINUE 

f- 

I PERFORM CENSUS COUNT I 
f- 

INSERT NUMBER INTO EQUATLON 
OBTAIN NUMBER OF GOPHERS / HA 

1 CALCULATE DOLLAR LOSS / EIA 1 

- -- -- 

COMPARE COST OF CONTROL METHODS 
CHOOSE BEST METHOD 
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Management Worksheet 

I Number of Mounds / Plot = 69 
- -  - 

Number of Mounds / Plot = 

2. Convert to MountW ha 

69 0 0.091809 = 751.56 mounds / ha - 0 0.09 1809 = mounds / ha 

-0.980 + 0.934 (log of 75 1.56) = 103 of 

go p hers 

-0.980 + 0.934 (2.876) = 1.7061 5 

4. Con vert Log Gophers 10 Gophers 

anti log of 1.706 15 = 50.83 gophers / ha 

5. Convert Gop hers / hcz to Losses / ha 

(-0.980 + 0.934 (log of mounds) 

-0.980 + 0.934 (log of ) = log of 

gop hers 

anti log of - = - gophers / ha 

Quinto* $229.72 / ha >$117.06 / ha 

Gophacide0 $29.64 1 ha c $147.06 / ha 

B.0.B.B $10.20 / ha < $ 147.06 / ha 

Vo Control = $ / ha 

Ref7nrng the Conrrol of,Vorthern Pocker Gophers rn Agro-;Lfanrtoba 

No Control = $147.06 / ha 

Rodenticide: 

1 

Rodenticide: 



1 Trapping @ $2.00 1 gopher = $102.00 / ha 

I Gophacide@, B.O.B@, or trapping 

- - -  

Re-establishment of Alfalfa Stand: 

Trapping @ $2.00 / gopher = $ / ha 

Table 3. Management Decision Worksheet 

This worksheet can be used by producers to make decisions on management of northem 

pocket gophers, however, the losses per gopher used in the calculations inciude only the 

dollar value of losses to the yield as measured by DeWandel (1 997). It is important to 

note that the losses per gopher do not include damage to machinery which is considered 

by producers to be the greatest source 

oophers @leniset, 1 994). 
Y 

of loss associated with infestations of pocket 
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Chapter Eight 

8.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The value of the research done is shown in its practical use in management decisions. The 

information generated by this project must be linked to the northem pocket gopher 

management projects that proceeded it. A multi-step process can be recommended to 

producers to determine the most effective way to manage the northem pocket gophers in 

their forage fields. 

8.2 Objective 1: Census Method Development 

The producer shouid use the census method in the fa11 with a waiting penod of three 

days between fl attening and counting. This will give producers an accurate population 

assessment for their fields. 

The numbers generated by the census count should then be used with the total loss in 

yield as calculated in DeWandel (1997) (using up to date dollar values), to determine 

the dollar value of the losses the producer is incurring. 

The dollar value of the losses should then be compared to the cost of controlling the 

pocket gophers through cultivation, trapping or the use of rodenticide. 

The census method should be tested at different times of the year (spring and summer) 

to expand its use and accuracy. 
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8.3 Objective 2: Bumow Ranges and Movements 

Radio colianng showed that the pocket gophers under s ~ d y  had range sizes similar to 

those descnbed in the Literature. 

Longer distances of above-ground movements were observed in collared gophers in 

this study than noted in the Iiterature. 

Additional radio collaring with a larser sample size and a different collar design is 

needed . These could be used to track the number of mounds produced by individual 

pocket gophers, enhancing the accuracy of the census method. 

8.4 Objective 3: Rudenticide Evduaiion 

The Clean Crop Burrow Oat B a i f i  (B.O.B@) is effective in reducing the amount of 

surface rnounding activity observed over a ten-day period post application. 

Xt can be recommended for use at the rate of 6.6 kg2.5  ha in the spring. 

Further testing of rodenticides should be on-going as new products corne on the market 

to achieve greater control, as well as permitting cost/efficiency cornparisons. 

8.5 Objective 4: Burrow Builder Cornparison 

The Gofer@ artificial burrow builder is recommended for use 
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Further product development is needed to design a machine that is easier to transport 

and use than the models currently available 

8.6 Objective 5: Management Recomrnendatiuns 

The management decision worksheet developed by this project is a powefil and 

practical tool that should be made available to forage producers. 

It is important that the management decision worksheet be fùrther improved by the 

inclusion of the losses incurred as a result of the damage to machinery in pocket gopher 

infested fields. 



Chapter Nine 

9.0 Appendix 

9.1 Radio Collaring Data 

Coilar S pecifications: 

Transmitter SM1 - H 

Current Drain: 0,050 MA 

Power Source: Li008 

Custom Application: BR Collar 

Neck Circumference Max.: 9 cm 

Collar Matenal: Plastic-coated brass 

Antenna Length: 9 cm tuned loop 

Unit Weight: 4.5 g 

Expected Life: 2.3 months 

S t. Anne's Pocket Gophers 

1. Date of Collaring: July 4, 1995 

Sex: fernale 

Measurements: total Iength: 204 mm 

tail length: 67 mm 

hind foot: 6 mm 

ear: 6 mm 

Number of Relocation's: 3 
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Total Hours of Monitoring: 14 

2.  Date of Collaring: Aug. 5,  1995 

Sex: maie 

Measurement s: total length: 208 mm 

tail length: 70 mm 

hind foot: 30 mm 

ear: 6 mm 

Number of Retocation's: 2 

Total Hours of Monitoring: 1 

Date of Collaring: Aug. 8, 1995 

Sex: male 

Measurement s: total length: 243 mm 

tail length: 79 mm 

hind foot: 34 mm 

ear: 7 mm 

Number of Relocation's: O 

Total Hours of Monitoring: O 

4. Date of Collaring: Aug. 1,  1995 

Sex: female 

Measurements : total Iength: 196 mm 

tail length: 69 mm 

hind foot: 3 1 mm 

ear: 7 mm 
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Number of Reiocation's: O 

Total Hours of Monitoring: O 

5 .  Date of Collaring: Aug. 1 O - 13, 1995 

Sex: male 

Measurements: total Iength: 2 17 mm 

tail length: 74 mm 

hind foot:: 3 l mm 

ear: 7 mm 

Number of Relocation's: 89 

Total Hours of Monitoring: 46 

Erikson Pocket Go phers 

6. Date of Collaring: Aug. 20 - Aug. 2 1, 1995 

Sex: fernale 

Measurements: total length: 234 mm 

tail length: 53 mm 

hind foot: 3 3 mm 

ear: 9 mm 

Number of Relocation's: 30 

Total Hours of Monitoring: 15 

7. Date of Collaring: Aug. 2 1 - Aug. 30, 1995 

Sex: fernale 

Measurements: total length: 230 mm 
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tail length: 67 

hind foot: 3 1 mm 

ear: 8 mm 

Number of Relocation's: 125 

Total Hours of Monitoring: 62.5 

8. Date of Collanng: Aug. 23, 1995 

Sex: fernale 

Measurernents: total length: 234 mm 

tail length: 72 mm 

hind foot: 30 

ear: 8 

Number of Relocation's: O 

Total Hours of Monitoring: O 

9. Date of Collaring: Aug. 29, 1995 

Sex: female 

Measu rernen ts : total length: 228 mm 

tail length: 70 mm 

hind foot: 3 2 mm 

ear: 8 mm 

Number of Relocation's: O 

Total Hours of Monitoring: O 

Table: Activity Pattern of Gopher #7 
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Time 

Aug. 22 

Aug. 23 

iug. 24 

mg. 28 

ug. 29 

moving 

stationary at nest 

moving 

stationary 

moving 

stationary at nest 

moving 

stationary at nest 

moving 

stationary at nest 

rnoving 

stationary at nest 

noving 

itationary at nest 

noving 

itationary at nest 

noving 

noving 

tationary at nest 

noving 

tationary at nest 

ioving 

tationaq at nest 

ioving 

:ationary at nest 

ioving 

ationary at nest 

oving 

ationary at nest 
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Aug. 30 

assume collar removed 

Table 4. Activity of Gopher #7 

moving 

stationary at nest 

moving 

stationary at nest 

rnoving 

stationary at nest 

moving 

stationary at nest 

9.2.1 The Gofer@ nt 6.6 kg/Z..S ha 

S pring 

Change 

rable I 

Actual 

Change 

D ~ Y  

pre-treatment 

3 

10 
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Chappellaz 

8 

10 

3 

Theroux 

8 

O 

1 

Lefloch 

4 

2 

1 

Average 

7 

4 

2 



Lacost Wright 
- 

Dion Average Change Actual 

Change 

Pr- 

treatment 

3 

10 

9.2.2 The Western AIfarfa Burrmv Builde& at 6.6 kg/2.5 ha 

S pring 

table 3 

Theroux Average Change Actual 

Change 
-- - 

pre-treatmen t 

3 

10 

table 4 

' Day 

P re- 

Actual 

Change 

Wright 

89 
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Change Average 

53 

Lacos t 

40 

Bruneau 

3 1 

Dion 

NIA 



9.2.3 The 

S pring 

table 5 

Day 

pre-treatment 

3 

10 

Chappeilaz Theroux 

. - -  

Dion 

Lefloch 

10 

1 

1 

Average Change 

Average 

8 

1 

1 

Actual 

Change 

Change 

-88% 

Actuai 

Change 

-68% 



Spring 

table 7 

table 8 

D ~ Y  

pre-treatment 

3 

IO 

Pr'=- 

treatment 

3 

10 

- 

Wright 

Chappellaz 

5 

4 

6 

Bruneau Dion 1 Lacost 

Theroux 

5 

3 

4 
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Change 

-20% 

Lefloch 

6 

3 

3 

Average 

5 

3 

4 
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